BOND SALE IS ANNOUNCED BY U.S. TREASURY

WASHINGTON, Oct. 2 — The Treasury Department recently an¬ nounced the issuance of a $200,000,000 bond sale, with the proceeds to be used for public purposes. No additional details were provided.

LARGE-SCALE UNREST OUT IN CHINA

Unrest against the govern¬ ment continued in China, with widespread demonstrations reported across various cities.

JAPANESE CONSCIOUS THAT U.S.-JAPAN NEGOTIATIONS IMPOSSIBLE TO CONCLUDE

Soviet Union Conceded 

RAILWAY INTERRUPTIONS

JAPAN AIMS FOR GOAL

In the wake of recent military developments, Japan aims for a specific goal, to be announced at a later date.

DEFENSE BUY

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT BONDS

LEADING JAPANESE DAILY ON ISLAND OF HAWAII
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DOUGLAS KINSEY

PLAY BY PLAY SUMMARIES

SECOND WORLD SERIES GAME

JAPAN ARMY SHOWS ABILITY ON TIGHT SHOW

RUSSIAN-GERMAN WAR KEPS ON IN THICK SNOW
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JEANIE BOWMAN

A Bit More Than He Can Eat

A colorless guest going down the street one day as he was passing a cafe, he saw a group of people gathered around a small table. As he approached, he noticed that they were eating something that looked like a small loaf of bread. Curious, he asked one of the diners what they were eating.

"It's called potato cake," the diner replied.

The colorless guest decided to try it and ordered one for himself. As he ate, he realized that it was actually a delicious dish made of flour, eggs, and vegetables.

"This is better than what I expected," he mumbled to himself.

From that day on, the colorless guest became a regular at the cafe and often ordered potato cake. He even started to experiment with different recipes and flavors, becoming something of a local legend for his culinary prowess.

HE CHOSE AMERICA!

For many of the returning men, the decision to settle in the United States was not an easy one. Some, like Private Albert de Koninck, had a difficult time adjusting to life in the country.

"I was born in Detroit," de Koninck said. "But I was raised in Belgium. It was a part of me, a part of my identity that I couldn't just leave behind.

"When I returned from the war, I knew I had to make a choice. I could go back to Belgium or stay in the United States. It was a hard decision, but I knew I had to make a choice for myself.

"In the end, I chose to stay in the United States. It wasn't an easy decision, but I knew it was the right one for me."
Tailspin Tommy

TAILSPIN TOMMY

THE WINDY AND PADDLES

WINDY AND PADDLES

LITTLE MARY MIX-UP

Hawaii Mainichi
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THE IDLE HOUR ENDS IN FIRE HOUSE

CHICAGO (UP)—The fire station which was headquarters for local police and fire companies in various districts of the city was abandoned today by the American Municipal Association.

The fire alarm didn't work, said the association; they're spending their money on building equipment.

At Fort Wayne, Ind., firemen built two emergency trucks last year, starting with nothing but the chassis. The construction, done in the department shop, saved the city thousands of dollars.

Painters, mechanics and others from fire department ranks combined to remodel two fire houses at Fort Wayne.

At Toledo, the fire department built a 250-gallon pump last year, and plans similar ones for a new year. An old hose cart will be modernized.

These civilians and six firemen are employed in a fire equipment division at Toledo in one of the nation's largest building fire halls.

Elmwood Park, Ill., regular and volunteer firemen staged a drive, raised $500 and with the proceeds bought a 500-foot practice truck. It took them two months between two fire calls.

Insgesamt, fire fighters of the Borough of Warren, Pa., took a one-ton delivery truck and built a boiled water system.

The new car which can also be converted into an emergency ambulance. It will be useful for special calls such as grass, rubbish, or automobile fires and for coal cars.

The city council at Claxton, Mich., bought a ten and a half dollar and the volunteer fire department built it up into a fire truck with an enclosed body. It cost $1,890.

HELMET NAMED FOR MAE WEST

CAMP CLAIBORNE, La. (UP)—The nation's new air

army, part of which is training in this central Louisiana

a

was opened with a bang through the halls.

The horns generally are sales when they unplug

their Mac West Honest and Chicago automaker and find

seen 25,000 drivers and passengers through the

all the way until they unplug them.

It's all right, though. It's just the old army slang

dressed up in modern-day lingo.

Here's what they mean:

Ambered eyes...women.

Army strawberries...women.

Bathing suit...women.

Sweater...women.

Trench coat...women.
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MAINICHI SPORTORIAL

At the meeting of the 25 eligible players of the New York Yankees and their manager, Joe McCarthy, they split their world series games with each player voting full shares for themselves and the three coaches, Al Shuey Fletcher, Earl Combs and John Schulte, as well as Paul Schaeberle, batting practice pitcher, and for Trainer Earl Painter.

In addition, three quarters of a ship was given to Traveling Secretary Mark Both and the same amount to his assistant, Roy Woyant.


ACCORDING to Promotion Mike Jacobo, the movies of the Joe Louis-Yon Nova heavyweight title fight will not be released commercially.

Swathed in towels in his dressing room after his successful defense of his heavyweight crown against Lou Nova, Gene Tunney, upon thinking I was watching, but I think I hit Nova harder than I ever hit any man, including Paulino, and that is a pretty good punch."

"I have been told in the radio in my dressing room that I am not ashamed to be beaten by him. I just forgot to take the gloves for good will depend upon how he feels when he gets up."

Heavyweight Champion Joe Louis' share of the receipts from his victory over Lou Nova earned him $71,765, while his opponent, Lou Nova, received $71,765 for his troubles. Paid attendance to this final bout was $193,274, while the challenger, Lou Nova, who was defeated in the technical knockout round in the sixth round, said, the following after the fight:

"I never hit as hard as my life. He is a great champ and he wasn't no halts by him. I just forgot to take the gloves for good will depend upon how he feels when he gets up."

"I have been told in the radio in my dressing room that I am not ashamed to be beaten by him. I just forgot to take the gloves for good will depend upon how he feels when he gets up."

The Hawaii team made a great effort to win today.

WINNERS YANK ADVANTAGE OF WILDERNESS OF YANKS

NEW YORK, Oct. 2 — The Brooklyn Dodgers tied up the 1941 World Series at one as they defeated the New York Yankees by 13-9 in the seventh game tonight at the Yankee Stadium. An attendance of 36,610 paid $105,284 to see the seventh game of the series.

The Yankees started the game with a second run in the first inning and took another in the third and fifth innings on two hit apiece. Joe DiMaggio led off the second inning with a hit to left, followed by two additional singles. Joe DiMaggio, in turn, scored on a double by Yogi Berra. In the fifth inning, Joe DiMaggio reached first base on a hit to left, followed by two additional singles. Joe DiMaggio, in turn, scored on a double by Yogi Berra.

In the sixth inning, the Yankees scored three runs on a hit and a wild pitch. In the seventh inning, the Yankees scored five runs on a hit and a wild pitch. In the eighth inning, the Yankees scored two runs on a hit and a wild pitch.

"In the seventh inning, the Yankees scored five runs on a hit and a wild pitch. In the eighth inning, the Yankees scored two runs on a hit and a wild pitch.

The Brooklyn Dodgers had the game in the first inning, but they were unable to score in the third, fifth and sixth innings. In the seventh inning, the Brooklyn Dodgers scored a run on a hit to left, followed by a double by Yogi Berra. In the eighth inning, the Brooklyn Dodgers scored a run on a hit to left, followed by a double by Yogi Berra.

The Brooklyn Dodgers had the game in the first inning, but they were unable to score in the third, fifth and sixth innings. In the seventh inning, the Brooklyn Dodgers scored a run on a hit to left, followed by a double by Yogi Berra. In the eighth inning, the Brooklyn Dodgers scored a run on a hit to left, followed by a double by Yogi Berra.

The New York Yankees had the game in the first inning, but they were unable to score in the third, fifth and sixth innings. In the seventh inning, the New York Yankees scored a run on a hit to left, followed by a double by Yogi Berra. In the eighth inning, the New York Yankees scored a run on a hit to left, followed by a double by Yogi Berra.

The Brooklyn Dodgers had the game in the first inning, but they were unable to score in the third, fifth and sixth innings. In the seventh inning, the Brooklyn Dodgers scored a run on a hit to left, followed by a double by Yogi Berra. In the eighth inning, the Brooklyn Dodgers scored a run on a hit to left, followed by a double by Yogi Berra. In the ninth inning, the Brooklyn Dodgers scored a run on a hit to left, followed by a double by Yogi Berra.

The New York Yankees had the game in the first inning, but they were unable to score in the third, fifth and sixth innings. In the seventh inning, the New York Yankees scored a run on a hit to left, followed by a double by Yogi Berra. In the eighth inning, the New York Yankees scored a run on a hit to left, followed by a double by Yogi Berra. In the ninth inning, the New York Yankees scored a run on a hit to left, followed by a double by Yogi Berra.
国家の力と言葉

PALLACE THEATRE
Saturday Night — 7:30 P. M.
『MACHI NO SHOKATAT』
Nepi Kuni, Higasa
Banno, Dela More
Shibuki Chihara Tuttle

MUSEUM NO MONDAY
Mukaiyama Museum
Maki Tsuchiya, Eiko Ozawa
ROYAL THEATRE
SUNDAY — 8:00 P. M.

街の映画劇場

日活映画大合同豪華映画上演！